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Manfredi
Masseria La Cattiva was founded by a group of
friends brought together by their shared passion
for the world of fermentations, especially that
of natural wine.
--------------------It all happens place inside a traditional Puglia
style farmhouse, or “Masseria”, that was
originally used for cow breeding and then
abandoned for years. Now it is coming back to
life for an all new adventure.

Leonardo Paolo Michael

Alfredo

loreto
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abruzzo

Geografia Cattiva

Alfredo and Loreto are 100%
Abruzzese, the wild side of
Italy...and they get wild too!

America
•

From a far away place
in this direction hails
Michael, an expert
smoker!

•
Rome

PUGLiA

Leonardo & Paolo
were born here, but have
traveled all over the world!

Sicily
Manfredi is OG Sicilian and
is wise in many ways!

•

•

Marianna was
born here, and
here is where you
nd our vineyards
and La Cattiva!

La Storia

Like all beautiful beginnings, it all started by chance.
--------------------Marianna lives in Puglia. She has a derelict Masseria
and her family owns some vineyards. They grow and
sell grapes, but don’t make wine.
--------------------In 2018, a bit for fun but already with greater
aspirations, we take a few hundred kilos of grapes and
start developing our own method of wine-making. It is
a great experience and we decide to continue
--------------------In 2019 we rent the vineyards and start breathing
new life into the Masseria.

”La Cattiva” was Born

2018

This is one of our vineyards

And this is Marianna

We have 6 hectares of marvelous vineyards in Sammichele di
Bari, a small village in south eastern Italy. They have been
organically grown since their planting in 2001.
--------------------All the work in the vineyards is done by hand, from the
maintenance to the harvest. Copper and Sulfur treatments are
all that we allow.
---------------------
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E lei è Marianna

La Masseria

You arrive at the
Masseria from a
picturesque road
through classic
Italian farmland in
the Puglia
countryside
(SP58)
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STRADA PROVINCIALE
SP58

The farm was used for the breeding of
dairy cows until about ten years ago. Then
it was completely abandoned.
--------------------2 years ago we started the long restoration
process of the historic grounds.
--------------------The 300 year old stables, that would never
have thought to house grapes, let alone
cows, will become the production and
fermentation area.
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Clay Amphoras

The oldest section of the abandoned stable will be transformed
into cellars for bottle, barrel and
terracotta anfora aging.

The spaces renovated respecting the
original style

“metodo Classico” Pupitres
in position for riddling

The hearth of fermentation
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There is something alluring and even inspiring to give life back to something that seemed forgotten

Vigna e
Cantina

Terroir
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Le Uve
Primitivo, Negroamaro, Aleatico,
Montepulciano, Aglianico, Trebbiano,
malvasia bianca, Malvasia Nera.
They have been organically grown since 2000 when the
vines were planted. Today, the only treatments done, are
with copper and sulfur, only when necessary

Our
Style

Spontaneous
Fermentation

No use of selected yeast. We leave the grapes
free to express their very own unicity,
reflecting the terroir.

No Additives
Experimentation

No chemical treatment
in the vineyard and
no added sulfites

technique, awareness and
above all courage in
challenging some rules and
experimenting with new
processes.

“Where the magic
Happens”

Smoking

Blu
The very first smoked
“metodo Classico”
. . .yes. . .Smoked!

Thanks to Michael,
our American friend
and smoking
enthusiast, we
decided to make a
Smoked Wine

Smoking
Blu
Vino rosso ....... 13% 750 ml
imbottigliato ..................... ....... Puglia 2019

The name SmokingBlu comes from the transparent blue tint of the smoke during the long smoking process

We designed and custom built an
artisanal smoker for our grapes,
inspired to American smoked-bbq

Smoking Blu
Vino rosso ....... 13% 750 ml
imbottigliato ..................... ....... Puglia 2019

Only a portion of the grapes (about
20%) we use in Smoking Blu are
smoked, but this is just enough to
give the wine an elegant and
one-of-a-kind smokey note.

We burn local Puglia olive logs
and carefully maintain the fire to
keep temperature around 70 °C for
8 hours that is perfect for smoking
grapes

I vini
Cattivi
Our simplest and most territorial wines.
The most classic Apulian grapes in purity or with the
minimum intervention, to enhance the expressiveness
of the grapes and the character of the vineyard.

La Cattiva Bianco
100% trebbiano
Simplicity, freshness and minerality de ne
our Trebbiano. Add to that 10,5% abv, and
we have everything you need for maximum
drinkability.
30% of skin maceration, spontaneous
fermentation in stainless steel with no
added sul tes, followed by 6 months
maturation in steel before bottling.
At rst coy but supple, with a bright acidity
that brings forth its delicate character and
tight avor pro le.
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Vol 10,5%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Sammichele di bari - organic
By hand
100% trebbiano
Spontaneous
Stainless Steel
10,5%
Zero
75cl bottles

La Cattiva Rosato
50% montepulciano 50% Primitivo
Montepulciano and Primitivo grapes are often
rough, sharp and at times even wild. It takes a
real Cattiva to tame their bright exuberancy, with
the grace and elegance of a Rosè.
After hand picking from our vines and crushing
the grapes we leave them to macerate over 12
hours, then softly press. The spontaneous
fermentation is followed by 6 months maturation
in stainless steel, before being bottled for nal
aging before release.
Thus, with the gentle touch of a Cattiva, the
rough character of Montepulciano and the
irruence of Primitivo vanishe to reveal a startling
delicacy and youthfulness that plays between
fruit and acidity.
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Vol. 10,5%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Parco delle monache - organic
By hand
Montepulciano and primitivo
Spontaneous
Stainless steel
10,5%
Zero
75cl bottles

La Cattiva Rosso
100% primitivo igt
Of course our rst red wine had to be a tribute
to Primitivo, the Puglia grape par excellence.
That said, don’t expect the usual big, bold and
oaky wine.
Our primitivo has a low alcohol percentage, tons
of drinkability and freshness, along with the
characteristic structure and fruity charm.
Harvest is early compared to the traditional
approach. Our grapes are picked by hand,
destemmed and crushed, followed by a shorter
maceration time of just a day with frequent
punch downs. It is then pressed and moved to
stainless steel tanks for fermentation and
maturing for 8 months until bottling.
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Vol: 11,5%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Parco delle monache - organic
By hand
100% primitivo
Spontaneous
Stainless steel
11,5%
Zero
75cl bottles

La Spettinata 100% trebbiano
If Paris was on the sea, it would be a mini Bari.
Especially because now we’re making french-style
bubbles at the Masseria in Sammichele!
Spettinata, which means ‘scru y or disheveled,’ is a play
on words with “Pètillant Naturel” o PetNat, the french term
for refermentation in bottle.
The fermentation of the Trebbiano is
spontaneous. After about 2 months of aging
in tank, about 10% of fresh must is added to
the wine for refermentation in bottle.
We age it for another 6 months before it
leaves the cellar to bring that refreshing,
scru y and snappy e ervescence to your
glass. A wine for the beach, sun and
aperitivo.
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Vol 11,5%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Sammichele di bari - organic
By hand
100% trebbiano
Spontaneous - refermented
Stainless Steel
11,5%
Zero
75cl bottles - 33cl cans

L’ Incontro
80% Trebbiano 20% Malvasia
La Cattiva is a small story of great encounters. From
Rome to Bari, passing through Sicily, Abruzzo and
New York. Seven very di erent people magically
brought together by the wine of a vineyard in
Sammichele. It seems impossible and yet here we
are, telling our story in a bottle.
"Incontro" means encounter, rendez-vous and this
wine is precisely our meeting point. In its simplicity
and frankness we nd di erent characters but in
perfect harmony with each other. The minerality of
Trebbiano meets the aromaticity of Malvasia creating
a new, bewitching harmony.
Now we just have to decide the time and day for our
next incontro.
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Vol: 10,5%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Sammichele di bari - organic
By hand
Trebbiano e malvasia
Spontaneous
Stainless Steel
10,5%
Zero
1 Lt bottles

I vini
Cattivissimi
Wines in which the desire to experiment is felt loud and clear.
Long macerations, amphorae, barrels, carbonic macerations,
re.fermentations, exciting blends up to the peak of our
revolution: the first smoked “metodo Classico”
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Running a business with nature
can never be 100% correctly
predicted
100% PRIMITIVO
"Running a business in association with nature, can never be
100% correctly predicted" was the exact response Opie
received from his old boss, Matthias, after he worriedly
announced that he'd have to delay his return to the States due
to the endless 2020 harvest.
As if to say, "Opie, you can make all the plans and calculations
you want but ultimately nature will have its own schedule and
program and you can do nothing more than indulge and adapt
to its progress, in admiration of nature's unpredictable
equilibrium." Perhaps this is the greatest lesson we've learned
as natural winemakers to this day.
For "Running" Primitivo, once harvested by hand and brought
to the winery, is directly transferred to the tank for a 15 day
whole-cluster carbonic maceration. It is then pressed and
nishes fermentation and maturation in stainless steel for 6
months. A unique and fascinating way to experience the
Primitivo grape with charming nuances, and beware, it is
dangerously drinkable.

Vol. 10%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Sammichele di bari - organic
By hand
100% Primitivo
Spontaneous, Carbonic maceration
Stainless Steel
10%
Zero
75cl bottles

Have you met my Friend
Dennis?
90% Malvasia Nera 10% Aleatico
Everyone knows Dennis. Everyone has met him at
least once in their life. It is useless to tell the story
and the deeds of how it came from Queens to
Sammichele di Bari. The fact is that with Dennis,
during the 2021 Harvest, we decided to challenge
us with the rosé vini cation of Malvasia Nera (steel)
to which we added 10% of Aleatico macerated for 4
days on the skins and vini ed in demijohns.
Malvasia Nera (Dennis is a lover) best expresses its
balanced softness and its more fruity character
when in rosè. The Aleatico, on the other hand,
comes as strong as a punch in the face to give
aromatic grit and depth. Very few bottles produced
just the way Dennis likes it. Yeah but so…who is
Dennis?
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Vol. 10,5%

VIGna:
VEnDEmMIA:
Uvaggio
Fermentazione:
Affinamento:
Gradazione
SOLFITI aggiunti:
formati:

Sammichele di bari - biologica
MANUALE
Malvasia Nera e Aleatico
Spontanea, macerazione carbonica
acciaio
10,5%
Zero
bottiglia 75cl

No Virus please
on the Dance Floor
Primitivo 50% aglianico 35%
Trebbiano 15%
Primitivo, Aglianico and Trebbiano all
make their way to the dance oor, all
together (vini ed) in white. The musts,
once pressed and free immediately start
mingling with each other and it’s not long
until they start moving to our favorite jig,
spontaneous fermentation with no added
sul tes.
They get down with a rosè hue for about 6
months in stainless steel tanks, and just
when things seem to be winding down we
add fresh must, and the groove gets back
going for the bottle refermentation.
Shake it to that sparkling rhythm!
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Vol. 11%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Parco delle monache - organic
By hand
primitivo, Aglianico, trebbiano
Spontaneous - refermented
Stainless steel
11%
Zero
75cl bottles - 33cl cans

Orange Tang
TREBBIANO E MALVASIA IN ANFORA
A bit Orange and a bit Tango. A game of long
macerations and a dance based on improvisation,
elegance and passion. A frontal embrace in which
Trebbiano leads and Malvasia follows. Two
amphorae of the rst and towo amphorae of the
second, in harmony.
The grapes, manually harvested, are immediately but
gently pressed and then fermented spontaneously
(separately) in the clay vessels, without adding
sulphites or anything else. A 7 months long skincontact gives character and depth. The minerality of
Trebbiano is even more enhanced and the
aromaticity of Malvasia completes its pro le.
The two wines meet for the rst time only before
bottling, they show up quickly and they immediately
start to dance.
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Vol. 10,5%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Sammichele di bari - organic
By hand
trebbiano and malvasia
Spontaneous
Clay amphorae
10,5%
Zero
75cl bottles

Trebbianico
Trebbiano 40% - aglianico 60%
Wine is intended to drink, enjoy and heighten our
experience in the glass and at the table, together
with good company. So why not make a wine
together? Trebbianico is born from a collaboration
with our friends at Cantina Indigeno in Abruzzo.
The Aglianico grapes are from our vineyards in
Sammichele, while the trebbiano is from the Ortona
vineyards of Cantina Indigeno.
All the grapes are put together in tank for one week
of whole cluster carbonic maceration. They are
then pressed followed by fermentation and aging in
stainless steel tank.
An incredible union of these two grape varietals,
each a symbol of their respective terroir along the
eastern Italian coast. Wild Adriatic Power!

Vol. 13%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Ortona + sammichele di bari
By hand
40% trebbiano + 60% Aglianico
Spontaneous, carbonic maceration
Stainless steel
13%
Zero
75cl bottles

Ottantotto Tasti
100% negroamaro
88 keys on a grand piano, 52 white and 36 black.
The white keys represent the notes, while the
black keys highlight the intervals between those
notes. Together they create elaborate symphonies
and improvised jazz solos.
Our Negroamaro is vini ed in white, to uncover all
the shades between strength and freshness,
heavy and lively, adagio and vivace.
After about 8 months aging in tanks, it is bottled
with the addition of the liqueur de tirage. After
another 6 months in bottle the remuage or riddling
is carried out until disgorgement for a perfect
"metodo classico".
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Vol. 11,5%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Parco delle monache - organic
By hand
100% Negroamaro
Spontaneous
Metodo classico
11,5%
Zero
75cl bottles

Ottantotto Tasti
Ancestrale
100% negroamaro
Jazz is rhythmic charge, improvisation and a deliberate
deviation from the mold. In Jazz there isn't just one way of
playing the piano. Same school maybe, but very different
styles.
With the “88 Tasti Ancestrale” that's exactly the game.
The school is the same of the charismatic big brother (88
Tasti): bubbles of Negroamaro vinified in white,
spontaneous fermentation and zero So2. But then the
style changes, no longer the “Metodo Classico” but the
“Metodo Ancestrale”. We bottle the must still fermenting in
September to naturally develop character and bubbles in
the bottle.
Thus starts a completely different music. More freshness,
more drinkability, more ease. The early harvest and the
lower ABV bring Negroamaro to levels of dangerous
immediacy, never achieved before.
On the other hand, it you think about it…La Cattiva is
Jazz...and Jazz is freedom!

Vol. 9,5%

VIGna:
VEnDEmMIA:
Uvaggio
Fermentazione:
Affinamento:
Gradazione
SOLFITI aggiunti:
formati:

Parco delle monache - biologica
Manuale
100% negroamaro
Spontanea
Acciaio - METODO Ancestrale
9,5%
Zero
bottiglia 75cl

La Riposata
100% primitivo in anfora e botte
With the most beautiful Primitivo grapes from the
last harvest we decided to experiment a little
with agings and maturations.
The harvest was slightly anticipated to play on a
greater acidity and freshness of the fruit and to
capture the most delicate and light essence that
Primitivo can express. After 72 hours of
maceration we divided the fermenting must: half
in wooden barrel and half in clay amphora,
without adding sulphites, as usual. Locked the
cellar, we then forgot about both for about a year
After resting, barrel and amphora come together
just before bottling, blending the elegance of
wood and the scratchy and mineral character of
clay in a new and seductive guise for a Primitivo.

Vol 12%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Parco delle monache - organic
By hand
100% primitivo
Spontaneous
Amphorae and barrel
12%
Zero
75cl bottles

Smoking Blu
Trebbiano, Malvasia e uve affumicate
The name Smoking Blu comes from the typical transparent
blue tint of the smoke during a good quality smoking.
The Malvasia and Trebbiano are each vini ed in white and the
musts are combined right after pressing. It’s another story for
the smoked grapes. The smoking is carried out over about 8
hours at 70°C using seasoned local olive logs. The grape
varietals used for smoking are a mix of Malvasia,
Negroamaro, Aglianico and Primitivo.
Once the smoking is complete the grapes are destemmed,
crushed and left to macerate on the skins with the Trebbiano
and malvasia must for 30 days, with frequent punch downs.
After maceration, the smoked grapes are pressed and the
marc is set aside for distillation, while the wine continues
aging in stainless steel tanks. After about 8 months, the wine
is nished following the Classic Method for sparkling wine.
Therefore a liqueur de tirage is added and the wine is bottled.
6 months later, the remuage or riddling is begun leading up to
the ultimate disgorgement.
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Vol 12%

Vineyard:
Harvest:
Grape varietal:
Fermentation:
Maturation:
Alc. by volume:
Added Solfites
formats:

Parco delle monache - organic
By hand
Trebbiano Malvasia and smoked grapes

Spontaneous
Classic Method
12%
Zero
75cl bottles

Contacts
paolo@masserialacattiva.it
web: masserialacattiva.it
Facebook: @masserialacattiva
Instagram: masseria.lacattiva
We are in SAMMICHELE DI BARI
Strada provinciale 58 - TURI (BA)

